Miami
by Bianca Sotorrio

Miami is famous for its beaches and has about 16 beaches in its city alone. It is mostly populated with Hispanic people. Miami Dade County is the biggest county in Florida. Miami changed its flag on June 29, 2016 (One day after its anniversary of it being founded on June 28,1896). Many visitors are pleased with their experiences at Miami, Florida.Maybe you should see for yourself! The sun and soft sand is waiting!

Grizzly Bears
By Evelyn Ostergren

Grizzly bears are mammals. They are also vertebrates. That means they have backbones. And they have to feed their babies milk. Grizzly bears eat wild berries and fish. They have interesting teeth to chew these things. Scientists remove grizzly’s teeth and cut them open, on the inside there are rings ,that if you count them then you can see how many years old the bear is. Even though grizzly bears names can be brown bears their fur can be blond or black as well as brown. And they get their name from having white tips on their fur, which makes it look “grizzled”. They live where they have sticks and hay and grass to build their dens. They don’t always have homes. But they find or make dens when they have babies or for hibernation.

That’s all about the grizzly bear!
**Bunnies**  
*By: Kendra and Adrianna*

Food:
Cabbage, Carrots, Wheat.

Types:
There are 127 types of bunny’s

Fun facts:
Did you know that bunnies eat there scat.
And run 27 miles per hour.

---

**Minecraft**

In Minecraft you need to build a house or you will DIE! You need food because you have a hunger bar. You get food by killing animals and you can plant food as well.
If you die you will respawn. You will get killed by mobs. The main mobs are zombies, creepers and spiders. IF you mine you will get ore. You need a furnace. To melt the ore. Diamonds are rare. Redstone is also rare. Emerald is rare as well.

---

**Black Leopards**  
*By Ashton and Saumil*

Black Leopards love trees they pretty much do everything in trees. They eat snakes, goats, sheep, lamb, and pigs. Black leopards are the 6th cat in the cat family. They live in china and sandy places with trees. Black leopards are extraordinary creatures that amaze us. Leopards have spots that show, but black leopards have the spots but you can’t see them very well.

This is a picture of 2 black leopard cubs.
Mrs. York
By Ella Woltmann - Lewis and Emily Hu

1. How many siblings do you have? If so what are their names? 1 younger brother named Cedric.
2. How long have you worked at Thurston? 6 years
3. Do you have any pets? If so what are their names? 2 dogs Parker and Riley.
5. Who inspired you other than being a principal? My mother
6. What college did you go to? Southern University
7. What's your favorite thing to do in your spare time and why? Play with Cameron because he is my favorite thing in the world.
8. When did you become a principal? 2011
9. What's your favorite color(s) and why? Purple because it is a cool color.
10. Who made you want to become a principal and why? Mr. Collins and Ms. Williams because they were kind and cared about children.

Mrs. York is nice and she helps lots of people.

Minecraft
By Mina deRoo and Benson Liang

Did you ever want to play real but more awesome and blocky real life? In Minecraft you need to build a house or you will die. You can change your skin if you download an app. You can also change your name if you go in settings. If you die you don't die forever you will respawn in your spawnpoint. You need food to survive because you have a hunger bar. Or you will die from starvation.

You get food by killing animals and putting it into a furnace, or plant it. You can also make games and play in different play different genre you can name it and set modes. Play Minecraft now!
I See Your Epidermis!
By Dhrithi Tejasvi

Intro:
Quick! What's the largest organ in your body if you guessed skin ding ding ding! The skin is the largest organ in the human body.

Epidermis
The epidermis is the first layer of your skin. This may be a bit creepy but your epidermis is a layer of dead skin! And you shed about 45,000 a day or MORE!!!!!!!! It all stats at the bottom of your epidermis and it rises to the top.

Dermis:
The dermis is the second layer of your skin your dermis is the largest layer of your skin structure it contains blood vessels and nerves and the sebaceous glands and much more the nerves helps you touch things and much much more.

Hypodermis

Hockettes
By Éloïse Cras

Dr. Richard Porter was the fonder of synchronized skating. The Hockettes went out of Ann Arbor and preformed during Hockey intermissions. They had spins, jumps, spirals, and lifts that were originally not permitted. Now in Ann Arbor they have a competition called porter classic for Dr. Richard Porter. It is held annually right here in Ann Arbor right now tickets are on sale. Also the junior have gone to nationals let’s cheer them on.

This is a picture of the junior Hockettes.

This is the Hockettes banner

Hungry shark world
By John Paul and Victor

Do you know how to play hungry shark world? There are different kinds of sharks. You can upgrade your shark. You can unlock sharks. You can upgrade your shark to max.
Dan tdm
By Mina deRoo

Dan is famous. He likes diamonds. He is a YouTuber. A YouTuber is a person that posts videos on YouTube. He plays many games. I watch his videos and like him when he is playing games.

Guinea Pigs
By Samuel and Dellilah

Guinea pigs eat grass. If you don’t feed them the correct food they will not live as long. Guinea pigs 5 to 6 years depending on their health. They can be domesticated by humans.

…..they are not pigs. They are from south American.

Princess Diana
By Aoi Inada

Princess Diana was born on July 1st, 1961 in Park house, Sandringham, Norfolk. She had 3 siblings, Sarah, Jane, Charles, and John but John died shortly after his birth in 1960. Her parents divorced after a fight. She joined her sisters at West Heath Girl’s school in 1973. Her friend was Tilda Swinton. She failed her O-levels twice but had an outstanding talent on music. Diana met Prince Charles when her sister, Sarah was dating him on November 1977. The prince proposed on February 6 and Diana accepted but kept it a secret. They married on July 29, 1981. They had two kids.

Diana died on August 31, 1997.
The Kappa
By Brock Merritt.

The Kappa is a Japanese mythical creature (or a Yokai or supernatural creature). The Kappa dwells in rivers and lakeland has a bald spot on its head and if the bald spot on its head runs out of water than it loses its power.

The Kappa has a turtle shell, a duck beak, blue skin, and a bald spot on its head (which you heard some about in the first paragraph). The Kappa is said to be friends with the Oni and the Tengu (2 other Yokai). Kappa is a mix of the words kawa (meaning river) and papa (meaning child). The Kappa is also said to be a humanoid the size of a child. The Kappa is also said to be a trickster and will go away if you give it a cucumber. The people it tricks are fisherman fishing in its pond. In its free time it swims and catches fish.
Lego JW (from playing Lego JW on the X-box1)

By Caleb

1. Lego Jurassic World was released June 2015. It's an action/adventure video game based on the movie Jurassic World.
2. Like the movie it has these characters: Zach, Gray, Owen, Claire, Masrani, Hoskins, the ACU troopers and D.R WU.
3. You can create your own vehicle’s and character.
4. Some of them have special ability’s like camouflage.
5. The game has 4 different places, they are Jurassic park, The Lost World Jurassic park, Jurassic Park 3, and Jurassic World.

Magnify Math

By Jenna

Magnify math is a fifth grade project. It is only for fifth grade because it is really hard and complicated. If you are younger than fifth grade you wouldn't want to do it. What you have to do is take an object and magnify it. It can be anything! It can be legos, crayons, pencils, etc. The hard part is that you have to do it exactly the same. You need the details, colors, and all of that. So that is why I think magnify math is hard and fun. I think it is one of the best projects.
SLIME! And how to make it!
By Lilly Shannon

Hi, I’m here to talk about a interesting topic; SLIME! Slime is made with two main ingredients glue (Elmers or any other glue with PVC) and Borax mixed with water, liquid starch (Sta-Flo), Detergent (Tide) or Eye Drops. Inside of ever single one of these solutions is borax. Borax is an activator and it is the main thing you need. You can color the slime with paint or food coloring. Also, you could add shaving cream to make it fluffy or soap to have it smell good.

What You Need

1 container of Elmers White Glue
1 Teaspoon of Borax mixed with 1 cup of warm water
Soap (Good Smelling)
Food Coloring
Something to Mix with and a Bowl

How To Make It
1) Empty The Glue Into The Bowl
2) Add The Soap And Food Coloring and/or Anything Else You Want And Fully Mix
3) Add In The Borax And Water Mixture Spoonfuls At A Time
4) Store In A Sealed Container
5) Enjoy!

The World’s Longest Word
By Lilly Shannon

The world’s longest world is pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis. The word is 45 letters long and it means a lung disease caused by inhaling very fine ash and sand dust. The word is pronounced noo-muh-noh-uhl-truh-mahy-kruh-skop-ik-sil-i-koh-vol-key-noh-koh-nee-oh-sis-nyoo. This word is very hard to pronounce! When you finish mastering it, try to say in 3 times fast!

Get to Know Thurston! (Word Scramble!)
By Lilly Shannon

A new sub is at Thurston for Mrs. Stewart! What is her name? EISMRTMRI
Who is are Amazing Reading Specialist? SEMLRE
Who is Thurston’s Newist Teacher? CRTMUSMNT
What Teacher Has A Voice of an Angel? HRDMTLEOSF
Who is The Teacher who Loves Disney Princess, Pink, and all Things Disney? TESRSIMTVA
I Saved The Best For Last! Who Was the Founder of Thurston? UMETHSENOTLR
And That Is All I Have And, I Hope You Learned Somethings About Thurston!
All about weather 😊

By Robby Shannon

Have you wanted to learn about weather? Read this paper then!!
Weather is never stopin’ if it did we would die. We would die if weather stop because rain(water) would not be able to survived with that.
Do you know any weather phenomena? Well I do!
Weather phenomena is a rare weather event for a example there is the sides ways tornado! That’s crazy! (for you) Once a tornado threw a sleeping baby 200 F.T and never woke it up!
Now I’ll talk about hurricanes. Hurricanes are a spinning cloud of rain (mostly)

Category 1 hurricanes

Category 1 hurricanes have wind speed from 74 MPH to 95 MPH

Category 2 hurricanes

Wind speeds from 96 MPH to 110 MPH

Category 3 hurricanes

Wind speeds from 110 MPH to 130 MPH
Category 4 hurricanes

Wind speeds from 131 MPH to 155 MPH

Category 5 hurricanes

One worst storms: Hurricane Katrina, August 2005, crashing in to New Orleans.

Category 5 hurricane wind speeds grater than 155 mph, the highest wind speeds of 318 MPH. Crazy talking!

Thank you for reading my weather page! Oh, if you’re wondering when you watch TWC (The Weather Channel): if you see a yellow marking, it’s severe lightning, red is tornado and green is flood.